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Grimac (Bologna)
Italy | Emilia-Romagna
Founded in the ‘60s the
historical brand presents itself
on the market by way of its
line of professional coffee and
vending machines, traditional
and with pods. Thanks to the
acquisition of Gap-Mac it
widened its range offering
coffee machines dedicated
to domestic, Ho.re.ca and
vending markets.

Qualità Italia (Bologna)
Italy | Emilia-Romagna
Qualità Italia comes from the
combination of skills
developed in the world of
coffee over many years’ work.
It produces and designs its
products entirely in Italy since
in this sector the best
resources and skills for
developing designs are within
our borders. It aims at creating
a range of products based on
life experiences that can
encompass innovation, design
and focus on product life.

Fiorenzato (Bologna)
Italy | Emilia-Romagna

The brand Fiorenzato, naming
a historic Venetian company
on the market since 1936, in
addition to the expertise
gained in the field in over
twenty-five years of work.
Dedicated to the production
of professional coffee
machines

La Dora (Aosta)
Italy | Val d’Aosta
La Dora is a dynamic
company that studies the
evolution of the market and is
continuously pursuing more
effective technical solutions.

PRODUCTS CATEGORIES

Professional
SemiProfessional

OCS

Home

Professional
coffee
machines

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Multiboiler
Available with 2 and 3 groups, electronic version.
Stainless steel and abs (recyclable) body. Components and
frame in stainless steel.

SMB MultiBoiler system energy saving.
Automatic boiler pressure control and electronic control from
display.
DRY steam system.

And more...

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Murano
Unique design with glass panels and covered groups,
designed to reduce the impact on the environment,
controlling the energy consumption.
Available in electronic version, is born with the new Energy+
technology, which includes insulated boiler to avoid heat
losses, pump protection with energy recovery and easy
stand-by programming through the stand-by display and the
touch screen keyboard.
The new ESTC system (Electronic Stability Temperature
Control) permits an easy regulation of the optimal
temperature of each group, keeping it stable also in case of
high work peaks. This allows to have a perfect and constant
erogation with every kind of coffee blend.
The mixing system allows to reduce the performance drop of
the machine in case of strong use of hot water. The two serial
Powersteam nozzles allow easy milk frothing for an always
impeccable cappuccino.
Available also with high groups (Tall version).

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Arena
Available in electronic version with backlit buttons, the
machine stands out for its simplicity and for the attractive
design.

The mixing system allows to reduce the performance drop
in case of heavy use of hot water.

Moreover it’s possible to set the pre-infusion and to
program the cleaning or the rinsing cycles of the brewheads.
Main feature of Arena is the partial or full lighting of the
machine through 2 independent switches.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Lido
The unique and elegant design of the Lido, with backlit
buttons and sight glass, renovated in the service of eco
sustainability acting on the control of consumption.
Available in electronic version with the Energy Technology
designed for easy setting of the stand-by.

The mixing system allows to reduce the performance drop of
the machine in presence of strong demands for hot water.
Tall version available on request, with additional grids as
standard.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Ducale
The historic Ducale, fully painted steel, available in electronic
version with Energy technology for energy saving.
Serial also the system mixer that allows to reduce the
performance drop of the machine in the presence of strong
demands for hot water.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Ducale Top
Completely in stainless steel, renovated in the service of eco
acting on the control of consumption.
Available in electronic version with the Energy Technology
designed for easy setting of the stand-by.
The mixing system (Economizer) allows to reduce the
performance degradation of the machine in the presence of
strong demands for hot water.
Increased Cup support compartment and covered Groups
along with the possibility of reducing fuel consumption.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Ducale Deluxe
Revisiting the Ducale, in the service of environmental
sustainability.
Available in electronic version with the Energy Technology
designed for easy setting of the stand-by.
The mixing system (Economizer) allows to reduce the
performance degradation of the machine in the presence of
strong demands for hot water.
The machine also has backlit buttons and sight glass.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Ducale Tall
Revisiting the Ducale, in the service of environmental
sustainability.
Available in electronic version with the Energy Technology
designed for easy setting of the stand-by.
The mixing system (Economizer) allows to reduce the
performance degradation of the machine in the presence of
strong demands for hot water.
The machine also has backlit buttons and sight glass.

Additional grids as standard.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Ducale Compact
The small space Ducale is available with 1 and 2 groups,
electronic version.
This machine will solve all space problems keeping the best
features of a professional line.
The mixing system allows to reduce the loss of performance
when the machine employs large quantities of water.
The chance to program the pre infusion and to connect a
beats counter for the coffee dispending are some of the
most important features of this model.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Venezia
The professional with the elegant design, perfect for any
surroundings.
Available in electronic or button version, the machine stands
out for its simplicity of use that combined with an attractive
design, soft lines and backlit buttons, make it suitable for
every occasion.
Possibility to program the pre-infusion and to connect a Beats
counter to control the dispensing of coffee are some of the
most important characteristics of this model.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Leva
The coffee machine for excellence, with the lever group for
the real Neapolitan espresso.
In addition to solid and sturdy Groups that allow you to
deliver an excellent coffee thanks to a constant thermal high
performance, the machine has serial steam lever and two
independent gauges for boiler an pump control.
Easy to use and to service with lever Groups that can easily
be inspected and excluded.
This machine is delivered without pumping but already
internally prepared for its possible inclusion. Also fitted with
the protection for the boiler resistance.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Twenty
The machine with the complete range for all needs

Available in electronic version and push-button.

This machine stands out for its modern design and the full
range that goes from 1 to 3 groups.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Twenty Compact
The compact version machine for smaller locations with the
complete range for all needs.
Available in electronic version and push-button.

This machine stands out for its modern design and the full
range that goes from 1 to 3 groups.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

G16
Uniquely designed and eye-catching Professional coffee
machine.
Professional coffee machine, available in electronic or push
button version.
The machine has a constant and uniform heat thanks to its
modularity.
Its structure is solid and robust designed to avoid yielding of
the pipes.
The electronic version is equipped with backlit buttons,
keyboard is programmable with the pre-infusion and the
possibility to connect a counter system to the control unit.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

G12
The traditional machine: smooth lines, simple and modern
design makes it a versatile machine suitable for any location
Available in electronic or push-button version, easy to use
and of great performance.
The electronic version allows the programming of pre-infusion
and the ability to connect a Beats counter to the machine.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

G11
The essential and reliable Professional coffee machine
entirely made in stainless steel.
Available in electronic or push-button version, stands out for
its ease of use and for its great accessibility.
The electronic version allows the programming of pre-infusion
and the possibility to connect a counter system to the
machine.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

G9
The Professional coffee machine entirely made in stainless
steel: small price, big performance.
Available in electronic or push-button version, stands out for
its ease of use and for its great accessibility.
Despite being an essential machine, it can meet the needs of
most demanding customers always giving an excellent result
in the cup.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Monte Bianco
Top of the range of La Dora automatic espresso coffee
machines: it stands out for its superior functionality.
Equipped with led-lit E61 groups, its touch technology keypad
and advanced electronics allow for the setting up of
automatic pre-infusion and the programming of up to four
coffee and two hot water dosages. The customisable display
can also be used to programme automatic on/off times as
well as no activity days.
Heat exchanger and self-regulating water levels, plus a
double scale pressure gauge for the pump and the copper
heater.
Safety is provided by the automatically activated blocking
mechanism measuring the heat; energy saving is
guaranteed by the standard vented top which exploits the
temperature of the heater.
Accessories include a steam nozzle with protective sheath, a
hot water nozzle with automatic dosages and a turbo steam
nozzle for cappuccinos. It also comes with a portafilter for
coffee pods and capsules.
Available with two or three groups.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Gran Paradiso
Innovative as well as easy to use, the GP 4061 is a complete
restyling of the AO 583
With a modern and original touch, it is manufactured using
Baydur panels, with ring groups and display. The
customisable display can also be used to programme
automatic on/off times as well as no activity days
The standard version of the espresso machine is equipped
with the vented top, two manually-operated nozzles with
protection sheaths, plus an automated hot water nozzle.
The standard version comes with two high groups and a
special griddle for traditional espresso cups. Accessories are
available for coffee pods and capsules.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

AO 583
Excellent extraction quality and simple lines, this machine
was designed to be user-friendly.
Its automated cleaning system is programmed with
scheduling and notifications showing on display.
The backlit display panel of the electronic are customisable
and can also be used to programme automatic on/off times
as well as no activity days.
Energy is saved by exploiting the temperature of the heater
for the vented top.
Other standard accessories include two manual steam
nozzles with protective sheaths (one for the one group and
the compact two group models) and a hot water nozzle with
automatic dosages (manual for the one group and compact
models).
Available in the electronic (1, 2 and 3 groups), semiautomatic (1, 2 and 3 groups) versions.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

AO 583 compact
Excellent extraction quality and simple lines, this machine
was designed to be user-friendly.
Its automated cleaning system is programmed with
scheduling and notifications showing on display.
The backlit display panel of the electronic are customisable
and can also be used to programme automatic on/off times
as well as no activity days.
Energy is saved by exploiting the temperature of the heater
for the vented top.
Other standard accessories include two manual steam
nozzles with protective sheaths (one for the one group and
the compact two group models) and a hot water nozzle with
automatic dosages (manual for the one group and compact
models).
Compact 2 group versions.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Monte Cervino
Monte Cervino is unique because of its distinctive shape. Its
inimitable E61 group, the backlit panel and customisable
display give the MC great functional flexibility.
The customisable display can also be used to programme
automatic on/off times as well as no activity days.
An automatic machine with character and solidity, it is
designed to suit a variety of locations. Ideal for tradition
lovers who are also in search of innovation and versatility
available in two or three groups

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Monte Rosa 4634
Monte Rosa blends style and simplicity which make it one of
the most sophisticated La Dora coffee machines. MR 4634 is
where innovation meets rétro, perfect for those in search of
excellent coffee and style.
The customisable display can also be used to programme
automatic on/off times as well as no activity days.
Its standard accessories include a vented top, two manual
steam nozzles with protection sheaths and one for hot water
with automatic dosages.
The back-lit keypad and customisable display ensure great
flexibility.
Additional accessories also allow for coffee pods and
capsules.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Levetta
With its chromed retro-look and solid minimalist style, Levetta
maintains the elegance and practical usability of a manual
lever machine.
Entirely made of stainless steel, this model has a leveroperated E61 group for a unique tasting espresso.

PRODUCTS

Professional coffee
machines

Leva
The ancient ritual of making espresso is exalted by the
elegance of this most classic shape.
Leva is a manual coffee-making machine hence requires a
certain degree of experience on the part of the user. The
touch of the barista will make the difference. Just as in the
past, Leva makes real Italian espresso coffee faithfully
respecting old traditions.
The lever groups of this model guarantee the perfect
extraction of blend and add a feature of classic elegance.

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

Bricoletta
The small Professionals for a great performance, a wide
range of models available in different versions.
The electrical absorption reduction system in Bricoletta allows
with a switch to work at 900W instead of 1800W.

Made of stainless steel and has in sight group.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

Volante
The small Professionals for a great performance, a wide
range of models available in different versions.
The electrical absorption reduction system in Bricoletta
Volante (lever version only) allows with a switch to work at
900W instead of 1800W.
Made of stainless steel and has in sight group.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

Campanile
The small Professionals for a great performance, a wide
range of models available in different versions.
The electrical absorption reduction system allows with a
switch to work at 900W instead of 1800W.

Tall group and drawer bump.

Made of stainless steel and has in sight group.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

Colombina
The small Professional machine with reduced size, panels in
stainless steel, in sight group and dispenser that allows to
have both hot water and steam.
The machine is available in tank version with lever system.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

Mia
Small dimensions for big performance.

Available with tank, in 2 versions: electronic or push button
version. The small Professional machine with 1 group, modern
design and great performance for an excellent coffee.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

Junior
Created for private use and for all those not wishing to forgo
quality, the Junior is a semi-professional coffee machine to
have in the home or in the office. Easy to use, it is
manufactured respecting the same standards and using the
same elements of our professional machines.
No need to connect it to a water outlet as its almost 2-litre
tank feeds the 1-litre heater.
With its characteristic curved lines, Junior is available in
stainless steel, black or red.
Its small size does not reduce the quality of the outcome,
maintaining the solidity and resistance that characterize the
La Dora brand.
It also allows for coffee or cappuccinos using either coffee
beans, pods or capsules.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

G1
The Semiprofessional Machine for pods or capsules.

Available with tank or water connection, with professional
groups, designed for the low/middle -consuming HoReCa
locations, which don’t want to renounce to a Professional
Espresso.
On demand, available with hot water dispenser for tea and
credit system.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

BLQ
Semiprofessional 2 groups coffee machine.

Electronic dose setting (short coffee, long coffee and
manual).

Water supply connection version: with air break and water
lack sensor.
Logo and edge sides with led illumination.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

La professionale
The Made in Italy semiprofessional Machine for capsules.
Entirely made in stainless steel.
Available with tank or water connection, with professional
groups, designed for the low/middle -consuming HoReCa
locations, which don’t want to renounce to a Professional
Espresso.
Temperature control for each group.

Separate steam boiler.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

Selenite pod
Available in single or double, electronic or push-button for
coffee pods.

The steam and hot water are taken from the boiler which
allows a superior performance like a coffee shop machine.

Many are the features of this model, the most important is the
independent switches of each group in order to save energy
during times of less work, lack o water led, upper cup holder.
Designed with tall groups, additional cup holder for espresso
cups as standard equipment.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

Selenite caps
Available in single or double, electronic or push-button for
coffee caps.

The steam and hot water are taken from the boiler which
allows a superior performance like a coffee shop machine.

Many are the features of this model, the most important is the
independent switches of each group in order to save energy
during times of less work, lack o water led, upper cup holder.
Designed with tall groups, additional cup holder for espresso
cups as standard equipment.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

Gap Prof
The Made in Italy semiprofessional Machine for capsules.
Entirely made in stainless steel.
Available with tank or water connection, with professional
groups, designed for the low/middle -consuming HoReCa
locations, which don’t want to renounce to a Professional
Espresso.
Temperature control for each group.

Separate steam boiler.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

DADA Vapor doppia
The pods Double for small communities.

The unique pods double coffee machine. Dada Vapor
Doppia is a coffee machine equipped with hot water and
steam.
Very small dimensions and is suitable for any location.

The traditional and high reliable heat exchanger system
allows an excellent supply in the cup.

PRODUCTS

Semi-Professional
coffee machines

Twin
Closed group with minimal effort.
No water leaks in the pods resulting in the absence of dirt.

Automatic compensation on brewing coffee group.

Maximum uniform coffee extraction.

Minimum space.
Easy maintenance.

OCS
coffee machines

PRODUCTS

OCS

Opale
The office machine with a great performance.
Coffee pod machine available in several versions: coffee,
coffee and steam, coffee and cappuccino.
Durability, thanks to her sturdy structure.
Excellent dispending quality, guaranteed by the use of high
quality components.
Options available: Transponder and dosing systems.

PRODUCTS

OCS

Pallina
Closed group with minimal effort.
No water leaks in the pods resulting in the absence of dirt.

Automatic compensation on brewing coffee group.

Maximum uniform coffee extraction.

Minimum space.
Easy maintenance.

PRODUCTS

OCS

Pallina Vip
Closed group with minimal effort.
No water leaks in the pods resulting in the absence of dirt.

Automatic compensation on brewing coffee group.

Maximum uniform coffee extraction.

Minimum space.
Easy maintenance.

Independent steam system.

PRODUCTS

OCS

Tube
Aluminum heat exchanger with excellent thermal stability for
coffee extraction.
Power absorption of only 450W with working thermostat of
98 °C. Inlet/outlet 3-way solenoid valve.
Vertical group closure to give at the machine more
steadiness at group closure.
Patented Compensator, located in the lower part of the
group which allows an effortless closure at constant pressure
over time.

No water leaks from the filter: that means no dirt deposits on
bottom side (problem that persists in traditional systems).
No group adjustment, the compensator at each use adapts
itself to the gasket squashing that occurs everytime, with
consequent savings on spare parts.
Uniform extraction of the coffee due to the stabilization of the
working pressure.

Easy access to group for maintenance purpose through the
top cover, which is fixed by means of only two screws.

PRODUCTS

OCS

Tube Luxe
Aluminum heat exchanger with excellent thermal stability for
coffee extraction.
Power absorption of only 450W with working thermostat of
98 °C. Inlet/outlet 3-way solenoid valve.
Vertical group closure to give at the machine more
steadiness at group closure.
Patented Compensator, located in the lower part of the
group which allows an effortless closure at constant pressure
over time.

No water leaks from the filter: that means no dirt deposits on
bottom side (problem that persists in traditional systems).
No group adjustment, the compensator at each use adapts
itself to the gasket squashing that occurs everytime, with
consequent savings on spare parts.
Uniform extraction of the coffee due to the stabilization of the
working pressure.

Easy access to group for maintenance purpose through the
top cover, which is fixed by means of only two screws.

Home
coffee machines

PRODUCTS

Home

Silverlight
Created for private use, Silverlight is the small coffee machine
for coffee caps (eg. Lavazza blu)
Accurate regulation and temperature control.

PRODUCTS

Home

Family
Aluminum heat exchanger with excellent thermal stability for
coffee extraction.
Power absorption of only 450W with working thermostat of
98 °C. Inlet/outlet 3-way solenoid valve.
Vertical group closure to give at the machine more
steadiness at group closure.
Patented Compensator, located in the lower part of the
group which allows an effortless closure at constant pressure
over time.

No water leaks from the filter: that means no dirt deposits on
bottom side (problem that persists in traditional systems).
No group adjustment, the compensator at each use adapts
itself to the gasket squashing that occurs everytime, with
consequent savings on spare parts.
Uniform extraction of the coffee due to the stabilization of the
working pressure.

Easy access to group for maintenance purpose through the
top cover, which is fixed by means of only two screws.

Grimac Srl
Via Morazzo, 2 | 40069 Bologna - Italy
Tel.: 051 6167069 |
info@grimac.it | info@ladora.it
www.grimac.it | www.ladora.it

